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By Marijan Dundek, Denise Dresner, Pawel Starzak, Pawel Starzak

Noble Gems Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Diamonds (3rd Revised
edition), Marijan Dundek, Denise Dresner, Pawel Starzak, Pawel Starzak, 'Diamonds' is the leading
guide of its kind to learning about these precious gems and understanding the main factors that
determine their value and quality. Whether coming to diamonds for the first time or already
knowledgeable in the field, every reader will find something of interest and value in its pages. A
unique feature of the book is the chapter dedicated to natural colour diamonds, with descriptions
and illustrations of every colour group. While colour diamonds are an increasingly important part of
the diamond trade, there is little information about them in the popular literature, and their full
treatment here has received much praise from readers. The story of diamonds is told from their
humble origins in the form of carbon, the most basic element of life, through their many
transformations by the forces of nature and the human hand on their way to becoming beautiful
gems. The book is equally informative about the recent history of diamonds and the forces re-
shaping the industry today, including the global shifts in centres of production and distribution, the
implementing of international...
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Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge-- Caden Buckridge
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